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It is proved that: 
(1) -R;A is a substitution closed full AFL closed also under doubling (D(L) = 
(xx I x EL]). 
(2) ~,=..4&~=-ryac,=“4@ BC I = A,,,, , = “4;e,t f = .9-a, = 9”4f,A! 
(3) Y”-(u, C ..N, , sty inclusion. 
. 
(The famihes vly - vKlelt are as in Salomaa’s book [18], Y& is the family or simple 
matrix languages of Ibarra [II] and 94, @uYA are the families of h-free, respectively, 
arbitrary, parallel matrix languages [4]. For an arbitrary family of languages, -E”, we denote 
by 2, the family of fmite index languages in 49, the index being considered with respect to 
the class of grammars generating languages in 9.) 
(4) The emptiness and the finiteness problems for A, are algorithmically solvable, 
whereas many other decision problems about A, are unsolvable. 
(5) The composition does not increase the generative capacity of (context-free), 
arbitrary or of finite index, matrix grammars. 
A conjecture with many significant imphcations is formulated in the last part of the 
paper. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we deal with two very much investigated notions in the formal language 
theory, namely, the matrix grammars and the index of grammars and languages. More 
exactly, we examine some well-known variants of matrix grammars: with appearance 
checking, with leftmost derivation, with parallel rewriting and simple matrix grammars, 
each of them with or without X-rules, in the case when a natural condition is imposed: 
the finiteness of the index. 
Generally, the finiteness of the index of a grammar or of a language is a very strong 
condition and considerable simplifications occur in the study of languages when this 
condition holds. For instance, any context-free language of finite index (shortly, f.i.) 
is a parallel one ([5, 20]), any type-0 gr ammar of f.i. without terminal symbols in the 
left hand side of its rules ([18-j) and any grammar of f.i. with rules of the form ~&3 + C&I, 
where CY, /I, y are arbitrary strings and A is a nonterminal ([13]), generates context-free 
languages of f.i. For the matrix grammars the situation is similar: many unsolved 
problems about matrix grammars and languages can be solved when the condition 
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of f.i. is fulfilled. Moreover, many surprising results hold in this case, especially, in 
connection with the generative capacity of various classes of matrix grammars. In 
this respect, Section 4 contains the main results of this paper: it is shown that any of 
previously enumerated additional conditions on the matrix grammars of Abraham [1], 
does not increase the generative capacity of finite index matrix grammars. Section 3 
continues the investigations from 1131 about the closure properties of &‘$ (the family 
of matrix languages of f.i.). It is shown that the full AFL .&Z/ [13] is closed under 
substitution’s and under doubling. In Section 5 it is proved that any simple matrix 
language of f.i. is a matrix language of f.i. (This inclusion is an open problem for arbitrary 
simple matrix languages). Section 6 deals with decision problems about J&‘+ while 
the finiteness and the emptiness problems for &‘Y are algorithmically solvable, many 
other decision problems are unsolvable. (The problems have the same answer as for 
context-free languages.) In Section 7 we show that the composition in the sense of [2] 
does not increase the generative capacity of (context-free), arbitrary or of f.i. matrix 
grammars. (In [2] was shown that the composition increases the generative capacity 
of regular matrix grammars.) Finally, a conjecture with many significant implications 
in the study of matrix languages is formulated. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
We shall specify only few basic definitions, the reader being assumed to be familiar 
with [18] for notations, terminology and results. 
If V is a vocabulary, we denote by V* the free monoid generated by V under con- 
catenation and by X the null element of V *. The length of x E V* is denoted by 1 x 1. 
A context-free matrix grammar is a quadruple G = (V, , VT , S, M) where V, , VT 
are finite nonempty disjoint vocabularies, S E V, and M is a finite set of sequences 
of the form m = (or ,..., rlc), K > 1, where rd~VN x V$ for all i, V, = Vnru VT. 
Since we shall consider only context-free matrix grammars we shall simply write “matrix 
grammar” instead of “context-free matrix grammar.” The yield relations => and 9 
are defined as in [18]. We denote by JP(J.H) th e f amily of (h-free) matrix languages. 
The families Jac , &i, , Alert , J$,rr are defined as in [18]. (Always, h means that 
h-rules are allowed.) 
Following [4], a parallel matrix grammar is a matrix grammar in which the relation =z- 
is defined in the following way: if x, y E V$ , then x => y if and only if there exist 
xl , x2 ,..., x~.+~ in V$ such that x = xl , Y = Xk+l , xi = YW%Y~,~~~ ***Y~,~~A~Y~,~~+~, 
yi.r E (VG - {Ai>)*, Ai E V,, x,+1 = yi,1~i~i.2~i -*Y~.~,w~.~,+~ for each Z’ = 1, Z..., k 
and (A, -+ a1 ,..., A, -+ ale) is a matrix of M. (In words, each rule replaces all occurrences 
of its left hand side in the sentential form.) The family of (h-free) parallel matrix languages 
is denoted by (P&‘) YJ&‘. 
The family of simple matrix languages is defined as in [l I] and it is denoted by Y&; 
d denotes the family of right-linear simple matrix languages (equal matrix languages 
in 1191). The four families of the Chomsky hierarchy are denoted by ,Epi , i = 0, 1, 2, 3. 
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Let now G be a matrix grammar as above and let h,: (V, U VT)* -+ V$ be the 
homomorphism defined by h,(A) = A, A E V, , hN(u) = h, a E I’,. For a derivation 
D:S=w,~weoz=>...~ww,=w~I/~ 
we define [3] 
for w E V$ we put 
ind(D, G) = ly~;r I Mwdl, , 
and 
ind(zu, G) = min{ind(D, G) ( D is a derivation of w with respect to G}, 
ind(G) = sup(ind(w, G) 1 w EL(G)). 
For a language L we define 
ind(L) = inf{ind(G) 1 L = L(G)). 
Generally, if 9 is a family of languages generated by grammars in a given class 9, 
we denote by -rP, the family of languages generated by finite index grammars in ‘9. 
In this way we obtain the families J!~ , A$, Macr , J%‘& , A1,,, , &&rf , ~‘JY~, 
off”, y-@fc, > =qr , =% 3 -%f * 
3. CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF J?~~ 
It is not known whether or not the family JP is an AFL since the closure under * 
is an open problem ([16, 181). However, 
THEOREM 1 [13]. J#?$ is a fd AFL. 
This AFL is not closed under intersection and under complementation [13]. 
THEOREM 2. A+Y~A is closed under substitution. 
Proof. LetL E&~~ begenerated by G = (V, , VT, S, M) with ind(L) = ind(G) = k 
and VT = {a, ,..., a*}, and let s: VT + P( U*) be a substitution with s(q) = L, = 
L(GJ, Gi = ( VN(, Vri, Si, Mi), ind(L,) = ind(G,) = k, , i = 1,2 ,..., n. We assume that 
V, , V,a are pairwise disjoint and S, Si occur only in the left hand side of the rules. 
We construct the following matrix grammar 
where 
G = (V; , U, S’, M’) 
v; = v, u 6 v,i u {S’, A} u (A, 1 i = 1,2 )..., n} 
i=l 
U{[i,j]IO<~jkK,,l <<inn), 
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and M’ contains the following groups of matrices (informal explanations are given 
for each group in order to make clearer the construction). 
(1) (s’ + AS). 
(The derivation begins by introducing the axiom S and the symbol A which indicates 
a stage in the derivation when no derivation in a grammar Gj was begun.) 
(2) (A -+ A, h(rr),..., h(r,)) for each matrix (I~ ,..., Y,) EM. The homomorphism h 
replaces each ai E Vr by a symbol Ai . 
(From S we can derive as in G, the only difference being that the symbols a, were 
replaced by A,‘s.) 
(3) (A -+ [i, 11, Ai -+ S’), i = 1,2 ,..., n. 
(When A is in sequence, one Ai can be replaced by S in order to derive in Gi . The 
symbol [i, l] indicates that we have one neterminal from VNi in sequence.) 
(4) ([i, j] --t [i, j’], rl ,..., rJ, where (yl ,..., I,,) is a matrix in Ma, i = 1, 2 ,..., r and 
j’ = j + N((Y, ,..., rD)) -p with N((Y~ ,..., YJ) = 1 h,(e~, 0.. w,)/ for Yi: Xi + wU~, 
i = 1, 2 ,..., p. 
(We derive in Gj ; the second component of symbols [i, j] of Vk counts how many 
symbols from V,i are in sequence.) 
(5) ([i,O]+A), i= I,2 ,..., 71. 
(When a derivation in Gi was terminated, we may pass to a derivation in G or in 
another Gi .) 
(The derivation terminates). 
Let us observe that in any sentential form of any derivation in G there exist non- 
terminal symbols from at most one vocabulary V, i, From the above explanations it is 
easy to see that L(G) = s(L) and ind(G’) < CO hence s(L) E A$. 
Remark 1. The proof is typical for the matrix grammars of f.i.: a rule is added 
to each matrix in order to introduce a counter nonterminal or a nonterminal which 
identifies the string of the nonterminals in the sentential from to which the matrix 
may be applied. This procedure is possible since only a finite number of nonterminals 
occurs in the sentential forms. 
Let us now consider the operation of doubling: for L C V*, D(L) is the set {xx 1 x EL}. 
THEOREM 3. The family ylei” is closed under doubling. 
Proof. Let L E A$ be generated by G = (V, , V, , S, M). For each matrix m = 
(h ,***, Y&) in M for which there is j < i such that I*: A, + xA,y, ri: Ai -+ z, we con- 
struct the set T(m) using the following algorithm: 
(1) Initiate: T,(m) = {m}, i = 2, 
(2) T&n) = T&z) u {(Ye ,..., Y; ,..., rjel , Y~+~ ,..., lb) ) the matrix (Y, ,..., YJ be- 
longs to T+(m) and Y;: Ai + XWY, Yj: Aj + XA,y, Yi: As + W}, 
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(3) If T,(m) # T&z) then go to 2 else go to 4, 
(4) If i < K then i = i + 1, go to 2 else T(m) = T,(m), stop. 
We replace each matrix of M by the set T(m) and denote by G’ = (V, , V, , S, M’) 
the obtained grammar. Obviously, L(G) = L(G) and ind(G) = ind(G’) = t. Moreover, 
and this is the reason why the grammar G’ was constructed, we can assume that in 
each direct derivation in G’ no rule replaces a nonterminal introduced by another rule 
in the same matrix and the language generated does not change. 
We now construct the following grammar, G” = (I$ , Vr , S’, M”), where V$ = 
([(A,,i,)...(A,,i,)lIr~l, AiEVN, 1 < i j < t, ik # i, for all k # s} U {(A, i) 1 
A E v, ) 1 < i < t} u {S, [A]}, and AZ” contains the following groups of matrices 
(1) (8’ -+ KS7 1w> 1)). 
(Initiate the derivation by introducing the symbol [(S, I)] which indicates that the 
sentential form derivated in G exactly contains a symbol (S, 1)); 
(2) ([(A~ y id-V,, 4)1---f [PI A**@8 ,iJl, (AI, i,,> -+f$ ,..., (JLs, Gu)-@uJ, 
for Ai , & E V, , i,, # i, and j,, # j,,, for any n # m, (Au1 -+ wul ,,.., Auo -+ wu,) E M’, 
GUI ,..., LJ C (4 ,..., iT}, whereas %& are obtained by replacing each nonterminal symbol 
X of w,; by a symbol (X, p) such that the union of the set of nonterminals introduced 
by 9s ‘and the set {(A, , ii) ,..., (A, , i,)} - ((AU1 , i,,,) ,..., (Atho , iU,)} is identical to 
WI ,i&, (B, ,jJ>. 
(By such a matrix we simulate a matrix of M’. The symbol [(A, , ir) a+. (A,, i,.)] 
precisely identifies the nonterminals in the sentential form to which the matrix may 
be applied, whereas [(Bl , jr) a** (B, , jJ] identifies the nonterminals in the string 
obtained after using the matrix. These nonterminals indicate us for each rule which 
is the replaced nonterminal and which is the obtained string.) 
(3) (PI - 4. 
(The derivation terminates when no nonterminals there are in the sequence derivated 
from (S, 1)) 
It is easy to see that L(G) = L(G”) and ind(G”) < co. Let us observe that in any 
sentential form derivated in G”, any two nonterminals are distinct. 
Let now H = (V,, V, , S, n/r) be a matrix grammar of f.i. with the same property 
as G”. We “double” this grammar in the following way 
H’ = (V;, , VT ) S’, M’) 
with 
V; = VNu{AI AEV~}U(S’), 
M’ = {S’ - Ss) u {(I~ ,e.., ra , fl ,..., fp) 1 (rl ,..., rp) E M}, 
where F~ is obtained from ri by replacing any A E V, by A. 
Obviously, 1;(H’) = D(L(H)) and ind(H’) = 2 . ind(H), and the proof is terminated. 
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4. THE GENERATIVE CAPACITY OF FINITE INDEX MATRIX GRAMMARS 
It is known that &‘rert = 3r, d&t = J?~, - A go. On the other hand, the relation 
between .#P and .,Nac is an open problem. Another open problem is whether or not 
& is properly included in JP ([18]). For the finite index matrix languages the situation 
is completely changed. 
LEMMA 1. If L E Jl$ then there is G = (V, , VT, S, M) withL = L(G), ind(G) < co, 
V, = V,l u VN2 u (S), V,l n V,Z = o and the matrices of M are of the following 
forms: (1) (S -+ xA,), (2) (X-j x, A, ---f A&, (3) (X + x, A, -j h) with A, , A, E VN2, 
XE v,l, XE(VTU v,l)*. 
Proof. Obvious. 
A similar result holds for J+%$~ .
THEOREM 4. &Zf = JlfA. 
Proof. The inclusion _C is trivial. 
Let now L be in Af”. We assume that h $L. If L C V*,, V = {al ,..., a,), then L can 
be written in the form 
L = (j Z&W4 i=l 
where a,T, is the right derivative with respect to ai . Since ATa is a full AFL it follows 
that a:*(L) E .&$. As .,Hf is closed under union, to prove that L E A, it is sufficient 
to show that aSi EJ?~ for each i. 
Let G = (V, , VT , S, M) be a matrix grammar for a::(L), ind(G) = k. According 
to Lemma 1 we can assume M to contains only binary matrices as above. Let X1 ,..., X,. 
be the nonterminals in VN1 for which there are derivations of the form X1 3 /\ using rules 
in M. For w E Vg we denote by Xi(~) the number of occurrences of Xi in w. Let 
{A i ,..., A,) = V,z be and let be the substitution s: V, + P(V$) defined by s(x) = {x}, 
x E VT u VN2 u ( VN1 - {Xl ,..., X,.)), s(X,) = {h, X,), i = 1, 2 ,..., Y. We define the 
h-free matrix grammar 
G’ = (V;, VT, S’, M) 
where VA=VN~([il ,..., i,.;AJji,~{0 ,..., K},j=O,l,..., p}U(S}, (A,, is a new 
symbol), and M’ contains the following groups of matrices: 
(1) (s’ -+ SPY., 0; A,]), 
(2) (Yew, [il,...,ir; AJ-+[i;,...,ii; Aj])foreachmatrix(Y-+x,A,+Aj)EM 
such that w E s(x), w # /\, ii = it + X,(x) - X,(w), t = 1, 2 ,..., Y, 0 < i, < k, zl = 
1, 2,. 1. ) r . 
(The vector (il ,..., i,) memorizes how many symbols X1 ,..., X, are omitted in the 
derivation in G’ since in G they will be erased by h-rules.) 
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(3) ([il ,..., i, ; Ad] + [il ,..., it - l,..., i, ; A,]) if (X, -+ A, Ai + Aj) is in M, 
1 < it < k, 0 < i, < k, w # 1. 
(Any A-rule X, -+ h is avoided, its effect being simulated by decreasing the t’th com- 
ponent of the nonterminal [i1 ,..., i,. ; Ai].) 
(4) ([iI ,..., i, ; AJ -+ [ii ,..., ii ; AJ) if (Y -+ x, Ai -+ Aj) is in M with x E 
(Xl ,.a*> x,1*> ii = it + X,(x), 0 < it < K for all t, 
(5) (Y -+ x, [0 ,..., 0; Ai] -+ ui) if (Y + x, Ai -+ h) E M, x E keTT, 
([iI ,.-, 4 ; Aj] + ai) if (Xt -+ A, Aj -+ A) E M, i, = 1 and i, = 0 for s # t, 
(6) (8 -+ w, [0 ,..., 0; A,] -+ [iI ,..., i, ; A,]) if (S + xAJ EM, w E s(x), w f h, 
it = X,(x) - Xt(w), t = 1, 2 ,..., r, 
(S --+ w, [O,..., 0; A,] -+ ai) if (S -+ w) E M with w E VT+-, 
(7) (S’-+a,)ifeither(S-+h)~Mor(S-+x)~M,x~{X,,...,X,)*. 
It is easy to see from the above explanation that L(G) = ai,(L){ai} and ind(G’) < co. 
If X EL then a matrix (S, --f A) is added to the grammar of the union UT=, C$(L)(cz,). 
In both cases we have L E Ar and the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 5. dlfn = &P acf * 
Proof. Let L c .4& be generated by G = (V, , VT, S, M). We assume G to be 
as in Lemma 1 with binary matrices. Let ind(G) = k and let FI be the set of occurrences 
of rules which may be applied in the appearance checking manner. Moreover, we can 
assume that FI contains only rules which occur in the first position in the matrices 
of M. If VN1, VN2 are as in Lemma 1, VN1 = (X1 ,..., X,}, then we construct 
G’ = (VA , VT, S’, M’) 
with 
V$ = (5”) u Vi u {[iI ,..., i, ; Aj] 1 i, = 0, l,..., K, Aj E Vs u {A,}}, 
M’ = {(S’ --+ S[O ,..., 0; A,])} u {(X, + w, [i1 ,..., i,. ; AJ -+ [ii ,..., ii ; A,]) 
I(Yu~w,Ai-tAi)~M,it,il~(O,l ,..., I-z}, 
i, > 0, ii = it - X,(X,) + Xi(w), t = 1, 2 ,..., r, u = 1, 2 ,..., r} 
U (([iI ,..., i, ; AJ + [i1 ,..., i, ; A,]) j (X,, -+ CL, Ai + Aj) E M, 
X, + a E FI , ij E (0, I,..., k), i, = 0, u E (1, 2 ,..., r)j 
u ((S -+ w, [O,. . ., 0; A,] -+ [iI ,.., , i, ; A,]) ) (S - zuAj) E M, 
i, = &(w), t = 1, 2 ,..., Y} u {(X, --f w, [il ,..., i, ; AJ + X) / 
(X, --f W, Ai -+ A) E M, it = 1, i, = 0 for p # t, t = 1, 2 ,..., K) 
u {(S -+ w, [Op.., 0 ; A,] -+ A) 1 (S --f w) E M, w E v,*>. 
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The vector (ir ,..., $) in the nonterminals [ir ,... , & ; A,] in Vh counts the nonterminals 
in the sentential form, and simulates the appearance checking: a rule X, -+ ti which 
occurs in Fr can be applied to rewrite a symbol X, when i, > 0 or it is avoided when 
2-t = 0. 
The equality L(G) = L(G) can be proved hence && C ..&$. The converse inclusion 
is trivial. 
We have obtained the equalities A, = JZ+ = J&r . Since J!f C da,,, it follows 
that &&C&Y=, . The converse inclusion is trivial, therefore we have 
THEOREM 6. Aa,, = .A&. 
Consider now the leftmost restriction on derivation, that is, the condition to use 
one matrix in such a way that its first rule to rewrite the leftmost nonterminal which 
can be rewritten by the first rules of all matrices of the grammar. This restriction con- 
siderably increases the generative capacity of matrix grammars [18]. However, 
THEOREM 7. Alert, = A& = ./If . 
Proof. The inclusions dj C JZreltf CJ?& are obvious. We shall show that 
.&tertr C dfa and the theorem will be proved. 
Let G = (V, , VT, S, M) be a grammar such that J&&G) E JZ&, ind(L) = 
ind(G) = k. Let us consider the grammar G working in the usual way, without the 
leftmost restriction. As in the proof of Theorem 3 we construct the grammars G’, G”; 
we haveL.(G) = L(G) = L(G”) and any sentential form in any derivation in G” contains 
distinct nonterminals. Moreover, L&G) = Lr,,,(G’). 
In the construction of G” the nonterminals of G” were changed passing from A to 
(A, i). Furthermore, the nonterminals [(A, , ir) a-* (A, , &.)I were introduced which 
identify the string of nonterminals in the sentential form to which the matrix may be 
applied. Therefore, each derivation in G” corresponds in this way to one in G’ hence 
to one in G. The conclusion is that each leftmost derivation in G” corresponds to a 
leftmost derivation in G’ and any leftmost derivation in G’ leads to leftmost derivations 
in G”. Therefore, L,,r,(G”) = L&G’) which, in turn, is equal to &r,(G). If we remove 
from M” each matrix ((&, , i,,) -+ aU1 ,..., (AU. , i,,) -+ D,,~ , [(A, , il) .*. (A, , i,.)] -+ 
[(B, , jr) .-- (B, , is)]) (see the proof of Theorem 3) for which the derivation of (A, , ii) m-0 
(A,, i,.) by the matrix ((AU1, iUJ + %U1 ,..., (A,“, iUJ, -+ r&J is not a leftmost one, 
then we obtain another grammar G” for which L&G”‘) = L(G”‘). As L&G”‘) = 
Llept(Gn) it follows that L,,,,(G) = L(G”‘) hence L&G) E JZfA . (The index remains 
finite.) 
In [4] it was shown that JY~ C P&f. On the other hand, in [15] we proved that 
@&+?A c J&tac ) strict inclusion. But the proofs in [15] are based on constructions which 
preserve the finiteness of the index of grammars. Therefore 9’&$ C JYacr . With the 
above theorems we obtain 9df C ~‘JY$ C JZacr C .,RZf hence g&f = 94~ = J%‘~ .
Summarising the above results we have 
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Remark 2. It is an open problem how large is the family uklp compared with 9s. 
Obviously, dr - 9a # 0 ({anbncn ( 71 >/ l} E 4, - 9.) but it is not known whether 
or not there are context-free languages of infinite matrix index. In [6j it is claimed that 
the Dyck language on (a, b) (this language is in Z$ - Zti [17]) is in JZZ~ but the proof 
is wrong (see some remarks in [13]). If this assertion would be true, then, from Chomsky- 
Schutzenberger theorem, will follow that 9s C .Mr &MY is a full AFL). We believe that 
this inclusion does not hold. 
On the other hand it is known that .4Yj C & is a proper inclusion. For exemple, 
L = {anbm 1 n > 1, 1 < m < 2”) is in JZ - J%‘~ [21]. It is an open problem whether 
or not there is on oneletter language in +&’ - JY~ . 
5. SIMPLE MATRIX LANGUAGES OF FINITE INDEX 
The family 9’J? has very similar properties as &!, but it is known that&Z, - Y&Z # 0 
(The converse difference is not known to be nonempty; it seems to us that the Dyck 
language on {a, b} is in Y./Z? - .&‘, .) However, we have Y’JY~ C &f . 
Following [ll], for a vocabulary V, we denote V, = ([a, i] 1 1 < i < n, a E V} and 
define 7,: Vz --+ (V*)” by (1) am = (h ,..., h), (2) ~~([a, ;I) = (h ,..., a ,..., h) (a occurs 
in the ith coordinate) (3) ~,(oli *.* am) = 7,(01J .** ~,(a,), oli E V, . Thus ~Jcq *.* cy,) = 
(Xl ,..*, XJ for some (x1 ,..., x,) E (V*)“. Furthermore, let y: (V*)” -+ V* be defined by 
Y(X1 7**., x,) = x1 *.a x, . 
The theorem follows from Lemmas 1 .l and 1.2 from [l 11. The only remark is that 
Lemma 1 .l can be proved for arbitrary context-free grammars, but not only for grammars 
in Chomsky normal form. The constructions in the proofs of these lemmas preserve 
the finiteness of the index of grammars. 
Obviously, each right-linear simple matrix language is in dj hence 8 C 4, . 
THEOREM 9. P’dfCdf. 
Proof. Let L E 9’&“, be generated by a simple matrix grammar G = (V, ,..., V, , 
Z, S, M), ind(L) = ind(G) = nt. In view of [ll], the matrices of M are of the following 
forms 
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We construct the following matrix grammar of finite index 
with 
V,={(A,i)IAEVj,l \<j\<n,l <i,<t} 
U {[il ,-.., ir] 1 1 < ij < t, 1 < j < Y, i < r < t}, 
and M’ is constructed in the following way 
(a) For each matrix of type 1 we introduce in M’ the matrix 
(Each nonterminal is indexed by its place in the sentential form corresponding to 
the vocabulary Vi which contains them. Moreover, a nonterminal [l,..., k] is added 
in the aim to memorize that the numbers l,..., K were used.) 
(b) Each matrix (S + eu), w E ,Z* is added to M’. 
(c) For each matrix of type 3, we consider all the matrices of the form 
((A, , j) -+ w, ,..., (A,, j) -+ w, , [il ,..., &I -+ Ii2 y-m9 iA
where j = i1 , 1 < iu < t for all u = 1, 2 ,..,, I, r 2 0. 
We consider also the matrices 
((A,, j) + wl ,..., (A?, j> -+ w,, lil -+ 49 1 <j<t. 
(d) For any matrix of type 4 we construct the following matrices 
with j = rr , i, ~(l,..., t} and any two numbers in the string il ,..., ik , Y, ,..., yz, are 
distinct. 
(The matrix may rewrite only the leftmost nonterminal of each string in (Vi u Z)* 
and the nonterminal [rl ,..., Y,] is replaced by [ir ,..., ik , r2 ,..., r,] which identifies the 
numbers used at this stage as second components of the nonterminals in sequence.) 
The nonterminals [il ,..., i,] allow only leftmost derivations with respect to the 
vocabularies Vi . It follows that L(G) = L(G’) h ence L(G) E A,” = A?~ and the theorem 
is proved. 
The inclusion is proper: {@bncn 1 it > l}* E&‘~ - 9’4 [ll]. 
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6. DECISION PROBLEMS FOR J%'~ 
Some decision problems for A and A+ are open problems. For A%‘, we have 
THEOREM 10. The emptiness and the Jiniteness problems for A? are algorithmically 
solvable. 
Proof. Let G = (V, , V, , S, AI) be a matrix grammar with ind(G) = K. We 
construct the graph r(G) = ($3, U) where 
u = {(x, Y> I x, Y E Q, th ere is y’ E V,* such that x =P y’ and y = hN(y’)). 
Obviously L(G) # @ if and only if there exists a path in r(G) from S to A, hence 
this problem is solvable. Moreover, there are algorithms to decide whether or not a 
graph contains circuits. We remove from I’(G) all the vertices x for which does not 
exist a path from S to x and a path from x to A. The language L(G) is infinite if and 
only if the graph obtained in this way has circuites which introduce terminal symbols. 
Many other decision problems are unsolvable. 
THEOREM II. The following problems are unsolvable for arbitrary L, , L, E AI: 
(1) L,nL,= D? 
(2) L, n L, is finite ? 
(3) L,nL,Eg? 
(4) L, nL,Egs? 
(5) v*-LL, = @al 
(6) V* - L, is finite ? 
(7) V” -LIE&? 
(8) V* -LL,~9..? 
(9) L,E2&? 
(10) L, =L,? 
(11) L, CL,? 
Proof. 
Y = (Y 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.4 1181. Let x = (x1 ,..., x,J, 
r 
([7, 181). 
, . . . , y,) be two n-tuples of nonempty strings on {a, b}. We construct the languages 
L, = (x1cx2c mi(x,) c mi(x,) 1 x1 , x2 E {a, b}*}, 
L, = {b& * * * b&ql -. - x**Ih> 1,l <ij<?z}, 
L,, = L,c mi(L,), 
where mi(x) is the mirror image of x. 
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The languages L, , L,, are linear hence they are in &Yf. On the other hand, in the 
proof of Lemma 4.2.4 [7] it is shown that L1 = {a, b, c}* - L,, is also a linear language, 
hence L, E Jlf . 
Furthermore, we have [7], L, = {a, b, c}* -L, = Ml u n/r, u MS where Ml is 
regular and 
Mz = G~x~cwx~ I xl , x2 , x3 , x4 E ia, b)*, xl # mi(x,)), 
Ma = Cwwv~4 I xl , x2 , x3 , x4 E {a, b>*, x2 # mi(x&. 
It is easy to see that the languages M, , MS are in J&‘~ hence L, E AT . 
Consequently, the conclusions of Theorem VIII.2.4 [lg], remain valid for Jf too. 
THEOREM 12. The following problems are algorithmically unsolvable 
1. L E A%?~ for arbitrary L E A! ? 
2. L E YS for arbitrary L E A%‘~ I 
Proof. Let L(x, y) = {a, b, c}* -L,, n L, be for L,, , L, as above. It is known 
that it is not algorithmically decidable whether or not L(x, y) = {a, b, c}*. Let Ll be 
in &’ - ~8~ over (d, e}. We construct the language 
L’(x, Y) = {a, h cl* Ll u L(x, Y)@, 4*. 
If L(x, y) = {a, b, c}* then L/(x, y) = {a, b, c}*{d, e}*. If L(x, y) # (Q, b, c}* then let 
w E {a, b, c}* - L(x, y). Let us suppose that L’(x, y) EJ&‘, . As &f is a full AFL, it 
follows that L, = h(L’(x, y) n (w){d, e]*) w h ere h(a) = h(b) = h(c) = A, h(d) = d, 
h(e) = e, hence L, E &‘f . Contradiction. Therefore, it is not decidable whether or not 
L’(x, y) E .4Zf . Clearly, L’(x, y) E & and the first point is proved. 
The last point can be proved in the same way, the only difference being that we use 
a language L, E &Zf - 9a , instead of Ll . 
7. COMPOUND MATRIX GRAMMARS 
Following [2], a system G = (V, , Vr , S, M) with V, , Vr , M as above and S C V$ is 
called a generalized matrix grammar and L(G) = (x E VT 1 LY 3 x for some 01 ES}. 
A compound matrix grammar is a sequence GLn = (Gi ,..., G,), with Gb = ( VNt, Vri, 
S, M”), Vri C V$’ u VF+l, Si+l = L(G,), i = 1, 2,. .., n - 1, S E V, . The language 
generated by G,n is L(Gln) = L(G,J. 
In [2] it is proved that the composition increases the generative capacity of regular 
matrix grammars. Also the generative capacity of linear grammars is increased but not 
that of grammars of type-i in the Chomsky hierarchy, i = 0, 1,2, 3 ([12]). 
THEOREM 13. The composition does not increase the generative capacity of matrix 
grammars (arbitrary 07 of j&&e index). 
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Proof. Let Gi = (VNi, V,i, Si, Mi), i=l,2, SiEVJ, V,iCV,zuVr~, s2’ 
L(G,). We construct the grammar 
Where 
G = (V,l u VN2 u (A, , A,, S}, VT2, s, M) 
Obviously, L(G) = L(Gi2) and if ind(GJ < co, ind(G,) < co then ind(G) < co. 
8. FINAL REMARKS 
For any L E AI, the set 4(L), where # is the Parikh mapping, is semilinear [la. 
Consequently, each one-letter matrix language of finite index is regular. Another necessary 
condition for a language to be in &f was proved in [14]: For any infinite language 
L C V*, L E JZj , there exist xi , yi E V*, i = 1,2 ,..., and z E I’* - {h} such that wi = 
x#y, EL for any i > 1. In view of this result, it follows that Thue do not exist languages 
in AI (that is, infinite languages which do not contain strings of the form xyyz, X, z 
arbitrary, y # X [14]). 
Conjecture. There is L E T2, L C V* such that D,(L) = {xcx ] x EL} is not in J&‘, 
for c $ V. 
Many significant results are obtained if this assertion is proved: (1) We can produce 
exemples of context-sensitive languages which are not in JZ (no such language was 
effectively built). (2) Since J&‘~ is closed under D, , it follows that Za - J&‘~ jl Q . 
Consequently, &‘, is not a super-AFL [9] and it is not closed under nested iterated 
substitution. (3) The Dyck language is not in J&~ (hence not in ,441,) otherwise from 
Chomsky-Schutzenberger theorem would follow that 9, C &Yr . (4) As .YJ?! is closed 
under D, and Y2 C Yd, it follows that Y& g J&! (although, in [ll] it is claimed- 
without proof-that .Y& C J@. (5) The families Y& and J&‘, , although they have 
very similar properties, are uncomparable. The points 2, 3, 5 can be obtained even 
if the weaker result: D,(L) $ JY~ for some L E -sP, , is proved. 
In [lo] was proved that for any n > 1 there is a context-free language of index n. 
It is easy to see that the set ind$(n) = {L E Z2 / indo, < n} is a full semi-AFL for 
any 11 > 1. What one can say about the set ind$(n), for IE 3 1 ? For instance, the set 
ind$(n) n ZEz is nonempty for each 7~ ? (ind, stands for the index considered with 
respect to matrix grammars and ind,, stands for context-free index.) 
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